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                                                                Contemporary machines inspired by our childhood.
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                                                                legacy machines

                                                                Machines MB&F would have created 100 years ago.
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                                                                performance art

                                                                Very limited editions developed in collaboration with artists we admire.
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                                                                co-creations by MB&F

                                                                Pieces conceived by MB&F and crafted by unique Swiss Manufactures.
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                                                                what we stand for

                                                                Discover our concept and our milestones
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                                                                behind the brand

                                                                Discover the people who make MB&F
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                                                                Discover our universe with our brochure and magazine
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                                                                Info, photos and videos about us and our machines
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                                                                M.A.D.Gallery

                                                                Discover our Mechanical Art Gallery
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                                                                retailers

                                                                Discover and buy a machine with one of our retailers.
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                                                                newsletters

                                                                Receive all the news related to our brand.
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                                                                contact us

                                                                Do not hesitate to contact us for further information.
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    Reuge × MB&F
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					Overview

					MusicMachine 3 may appear to come from a galaxy far away in the future; however, its origins are much older and much closer to home. MusicMachine 3 features all of the traditional elements of a beautifully arranged, high-end mechanical music box; not really a surprise since it was developed and crafted according to MB&F's design by Reuge, the last remaining producer of high-end music boxes in the world today.

					MusicMachine 3’s design with those lattice-like vertical wings support and protect the dual music cylinders, each playing three melodies: the theme tunes from Star Wars, Mission Impossible, and James Bond on the right and The Godfather, Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence, and The Persuaders on the left.

					
more pictures in press section				
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					the machine

					Main hull – resonance base

						Main body: aluminium with lacquer finish
	Matte sections: protective varnishing
	Gloss sections: white UV-resistant lacquer; black lacquer or ‘chrome’ anodised finish depending on version
	Resonant amplifying base by JMC Lutherie: 350-year-old resonance spruce with 21st century composite materials like NomexTM honeycomb Kevlar.


					Tail section

							MusicMachine 3 features two 3.72 movements (3 refers to the number of melodies on each cylinder; 72 refers to the number of notes on each comb); one movement is ‘right’ configured; one movement is ‘left’ configured (they rotate in opposite directions)
	Main plate: polished brass decorated with Geneva waves. The main plate holds both movements; each movement includes a mainspring, cylinder, comb, and regulator


					Cylinders

						Start/stop and repeat/continue functions
	3 melodies per cylinder
	Length of each melody: 35 seconds
	Power reserve per cylinder: 15 minutes


					Dimensions and weight

						Dimensions (with soundboard base): 400 x 340 x 280 mm 
	Total weight: approximately 6 kg



					download manual
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		The combs

		The two vertical combs look like air vent grilles on either side of the vessel’s main body. Each comb contains the bespoke selection of 72 notes chosen by the Reuge musician in accordance with the three melodies that cylinder will play.
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		The cylinders

		The beautifully hand-finished cylinders gleam like a pair of imposing reactors atop MusicMachine 3’s main hull. The cylinders contain the scores of the melodies, with as many as 1,400 precision-placed pins that pluck the teeth of the comb as the cylinder revolves.
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		The challenge of melodies

		Once MB&F had confirmed the melodies; it was over to Reuge to create them mechanically. A Reuge musician examined the music and identified the most recognisable passages, then set about recreating these passages for the music box.

	

			

		

	
	
	
		
			
				
					images

					For more live pics, wristshots and other cool images, check out our Instagram account.

					view on instagram
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                    inspiration

                    [image: inspiration]
                    Maximilian Büsser and Kurt Kupper, CEO of REUGE



                    MB&F celebrated its tenth anniversary in 2015 with the tagline “A creative adult is a child who survived.” One film that children (and many adults) of all ages love is Star Wars – and who could forget the frantic swarms of the Imperial fleet's TIE fighters as they battle the Alliance. The TIE fighter-inspired MusicMachine 3 is proof positive that both the child and the Force are still going strong within MB&F.

                    The music is powered by two independent movements mounted on the two tail sections. Each movement has its own winding key (disguised as thrusters), a mainspring barrel, horizontal cylinder with pins, and comb with hand-tuned teeth sounding each note. Air regulators in the form of circular fans (resembling rotating radar dishes) govern the unwinding speed and music tempo.
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                    Maximilian Büsser and Kurt Kupper, CEO of REUGE
                

            

        

    
	
		
			
				
					JMC LUTHERIE

					[image: JMC LUTHERIE]
					One of the biggest challenges of MusicMachine 3 was in amplifying the sound. An ingenious solution was developed by Jeanmichel Capt of JMC Lutherie, who created a bespoke soundboard featuring NomexTM – a type of honeycomb-structured Kevlar – sandwiched between two resonant 350-year-old spruce membranes. Only one in 10,000 spruce trees has the exceptional acoustic properties required. Selected trees are cut down in November when sap flow is minimal and the timber is then dried for five to ten years. On MusicMachine 3, the energy is transmitted from the vibrating teeth down though the vertical side wings to the resonance base, which not only amplifies the sound, but underlines the beauty of the music.
						

					www.jmclutherie.com
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					Reuge

					Based in Sainte-Croix (Switzerland) with more than 150 years of expertise and experience, Reuge is positioned as the only premier producer of music boxes in the world today, creating mechanical music boxes that are technically, acoustically and aesthetically superlative. While Reuge has a comprehensive collection of both classical and contemporary music boxes, the brand also prides itself on its ability to create bespoke pieces or limited series (like the MusicMachines).

					Reuge is a master of music boxes thriving on ‘thinking outside the box’; the Reuge mentality is to respect tradition, but at the same time move forward with beautiful contemporary music boxes for the 21st century.

					www.reuge.ch
				

			

		

	

	
		
			
				
					Collection

					MusicMachine 3 is available in three limited editions of 33 pieces each, in white, black or ‘chrome’ finish. Discover the other editions, MusicMachine 1 and MusicMachine 2
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						MUSICMACHINE 3 BLACK

			AXA.72.5885.000
Black lacquer finish
Limited edition of 33 pieces
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						MUSICMACHINE 3 WHITE

			AXA.72.5885.001
White UV-resistant lacquer finish
Limited edition of 33 pieces
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						MUSICMACHINE 3 chrome

			AXA.72.5885.002
Chrome anodized finish
Limited edition of 33 pieces
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